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impressive. In the case of Holstein it was not an idea but the
caricature of one. Bismarck had called him the man with the
hyena eyes.
That the world will throw mud at brilliance is a truth
which has been established for thousands of years since the
days of the Attic Ostrakismos, long before Schiller expressed
it in such beautiful language.
Billow was in his turn a victim of this habit when in 1909
he became a fallen idol. Then all the pygmies fell upon him,
though not all of them found such noble words as those im-
puted to William II, who is alleged to have said to his name-
sake, King William of Wiirttemberg : " Das ist der Plafy
von wo ich das louder mggejagt habe" " That's the place I
drove the skunk out of."
I remember how in the summer after Billow's dismissal
Prince von Pless, a confidant of the German Emperor, talked
to me in the Metternich Castle of Konigswart in the presence
of its owner and the Viennese pianist, Alfred Griinfeld,
rather as though Billow's fall was a question of the dismissal
of an untrustworthy and incapable chamberlain, and not of
a highly talented diplomat.
The reputation of the fallen prince was to fall like an
avalanche. All sorts of things were invented about him.
A man like August Stein and other newspaper men, who
knew Billow well and had served his reputation formerly
by what they had written of him, now did Mm equal harm by
the exaggerations or misrepresentations which they verbally
spread. But he was to find upright and honourable admirers
and devotees even among publicists* Evidence of this may
be found in the reference of Heinrich Friedjung, and the pen
pictures of him written after his death by Felix von Eckardt
in the Hamburger Fremdenblatt and by Philipp Hiltebrandt in
the Kolnische Zeitung. And neither of these was any naive
gullible scribbler; both were skilful recorders of fact.
Hiltebrandt combined his article with a memorandum giving
an appreciation of Billow's unusual mental qualities. And
Etnil Ludwig, in his famous and much criticised book,
William II, while comparing Billow's statesmanship unfavour-
ably with Bismarck's, is jet able to discover many high
qualities in this man of intellect, and even when Ludwig

